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Finding the Ho’okipa
Love and compassion may not be the first things that spring
to mind when thinking of self-tagging, but there are clear
links, according to eezeetags
Ho’okipa is a Hawaiian word meaning
‘Host with love and compassion’. So
says Borry Vrieling, founder and managing
director of eezeetags, who learned the term
when visiting the spectacular Hawaiian
Islands in September 2019 to celebrate the
opening of the new self-service, eezeetags
printing kiosks.
“I have always associated the word with
the famous wind-surfing beach up in Maui,”
says Vrieling. “It’s a spot for pros, with
strong currents, big surf, riptides and
shallow reefs. Almost a metaphor for the
aviation industry, where harsh competition,
tough regulations and digitally connected
passengers on social media can break or
make an airline’s reputation.”
The local airline takes its language and
culture seriously. “Hawaiian Airlines strives
from start to finish to provide its guests with
a truly uniquely Hawaiian experience filled
with a warm Aloha,” says Jon Kim, senior IT
manager, airport operations, at Hawaiian
Airlines. With this as its baseline, Hawaiian
recognized that long queues need to be
avoided and the only way to achieve this is
through evolving passenger processes.
One of the most overlooked elements in
these processes is the tagging of passengers’
bags. Self-tagging speeds up the process,
but with a standard bag tag it can take
passengers quite some time to understand
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what to pull, what to remove, and so on,
creating stress and moving further away
from a feeling of Ho’okipa. Hawaiian Airlines
has therefore chosen eezeetags as its bag-tag
supplier, saving 20 seconds per passenger on
average and reflecting the islands’ famous
‘aloha’ feeling, according to Vrieling.

Addressing capacity
challenges
The biggest challenge facing the
aviation industry is capacity,
starting with airports’ struggles
to accommodate a growing
number of passengers and
getting them to the gate on time –
hopefully with a smile on their faces
and some time on their hands to spend
money on food and beverages.
Eezeetags are developed around the
needs of the inexperienced traveler, and
despite all kind of technical hurdles along
the way, the company’s stubbornness
in sticking to the original design and
technology was always in the best interest
of passengers. From a business perspective,
the greatest benefit is that a self-service
operating terminal, when set up in
a passenger-friendly way and making use
of eezeetags, can lead to a doubling in
capacity while cutting operational cost
by 50%, according to the company.

Hawaiian Airlines was one of eezeetags’
new customers in 2019, “And one we are
very happy with, since it was the first big
roll-out in the USA,” says Vrieling, who
expects Hawaiian to be followed by other
US carriers in 2020.

Looking to the future
Eezeetags saw 40% growth in use in
2019, with an increasing number
of passengers using its tags to
self-tag their bags without fear
of making a mistake, due to the
unique linerless technology that
sticks only to itself without the
need to pull away a liner to expose
the adhesive. Vrieling describes it as
totally intuitive tagging.
“In 2020 we expect the same kind of
ABOVE
growth or even a bit more as a lot of bigger
The linerless
projects are in the pipeline, all over the
self-adhesive
world, from Asia and the Middle East to
technology
Europe and the Americas,” he continues.
reduces
New users in Latin America are due to come
tagging time
on board in 2020.
and waste
Also scheduled for 2020 are proof-ofconcept installations for RFID-embedded
eezeetags, something the company and its
partners have been working on since 2019.
eezeetags The latest developments will be
revealed at Passenger Terminal
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